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Executive Summary

As software applications play an ever increasing role in enabling business operations of corpora-
tions, CIOs and IT leaders face considerable pressure to create more and more sophisticated, 
flexible, agile and high performance solutions while grappling with pressures on increasing costs.
 
Any historical analysis on application investments made by corporate would reveal investments of 
billions of dollars in software applications. A significant challenge that CIOs face however, is a 
question on which of these really yielded desired business results. Reasons for these are mani-
fold.

This is driving a consistent need towards an Application Portfolio Optimization approach to help 
drive better ROI from application investments. In this paper, we examine the challenges, needs 
and expectations around an application optimization approach and present a structured approach 
for the same.
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Figure 1

Value erosion from application investments can be traced back to a number of factors such as lack 
of business-IT alignment, absence of a business value case, overuse of legacy technologies, 
changing consumer sentiments and needs, lack of a structured portfolio approach towards new 
application investments, etc. As an example, business-IT alignment challenges often manifest 
themselves in situations as mentioned below in Figure 1: 

We often see organizations make a push towards IT investments driven largely by short term con-
siderations rather than long term potential business value creation. This has sometimes resulted 
in complex, inflexible and high cost heterogeneous IT environment with redundant applications 
and processes. The combination of complexity and lack of oversight has resulted in inefficient 
adaptation of applications resulting in risks and delays. Meanwhile increased regulatory require-
ments have led to a huge upsurge in governance procedures and application compliance. In 
today’s world of constant evolution and innovations IT organizations are finding it a huge challenge 
to create sustainable value and innovation.

As a way of addressing these challenges, many organizations are turning to Application Portfolio 
Analysis and Management as a structured process and method to modernize their portfolio, 
extract more value out of the portfolio and drive better business-IT alignment and value creation.
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Application Portfolio Analysis (APA) is a methodology and framework that improves organiza-
tional understanding of applications leading to their effective management.  Such approaches 
help drive alignment of application portfolio with business strategy and also bring in an enterprise 
architecture concept while helping improve the business value of applications. 

We believe, if organizations view APA as an iterative methodical process rather than a one-time 
investment, it can help transition the focus of organizations from “keep the lights on” activities to 
“tactical informed business investments”. 

Quantifying the business related merits of APA can be measured through the organization’s IT 
budget. IT budget control is particularly important in the current economic environment as there 
is a great deal of concern about financial conditions, particularly among senior managers. Hence, 
they are well-positioned and well aware to exploit cost control tactics.

Figure 2 provides an illustrative example of how APA can help organizations open up additional 
avenues of strategic/discretionary investments.

Application Portfolio Analysis Benefits Articulation
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It is important to note that even though specific portfolio objectives exist for APA such as cost con-
trol, there are other objectives which can be achieved during the process as mentioned in Figure 
3:

A robust framework for Application Portfolio Optimization (APO) is focused on understanding, 
evaluating and transforming the current portfolio to an effective rationalized portfolio. This trans-
formation will lead to the creation of opportunities resulting in cost cutting measures without 
affecting the balance of the business-IT alignment. 
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Application Portfolio Optimization – Our Proposed Framework

Figure 3
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Step 2: Application Inventory

The major deliverable of this phase is to give an accurate application inventory structured accord-
ing to the specific needs of the enterprise. To determine the scope of APO, we need to produce a 
detailed inventory of the applications used in the organization.

Application assessment starts with issuing a questionnaire that is intended to assemble data 
elements across technology, business, functionality and cost dimensions.  The primary informa-
tion is obtained through interviews, using the questionnaire, with the application service managers 
and business system owners of the process.

During the optimization process, the value of each application is computed. According to the 
analysis conducted on each application, a rec¬ommendation is made to either retire or decom-
mission end-of-life applications or conduct a functional upgrade to applications determined to be 
critical to the business.

Step 1: Portfolio Goals and Objectives

In the first phase of APO we advocate a hypothesis led approach that binds the objectives, 
expected outcomes and scope wherein we define the engagement objectives and application 
related decision parameters and goals.
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Figure 5
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Step 3: Application Portfolio Assessment

In the third phase an assessment map is created based on parameters identified under the busi-
ness and technical dimensions. Each parameter is assigned a weight based on its relative impor-
tance to the other parameters within a dimension (see Figure 6). Individual applications are 
assessed on each parameter, based on the data collected through interviews and surveys. The 
business value and technical health indices identify each application’s lifecycle positioning, 
assesses the opportunity for improvement, calculates the cost savings and determines the 
actions needed to optimize the application’s business effectiveness.
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Figure 6
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Step 4: Application Portfolio Optimization

The optimization phase puts the results of the analysis phase into action as shown in Figure 7 
(sample scenario). The 4R Matrix Framework consisting of Retire, Replace, Re-Engineer and 
Retain is used for mapping the application based on their assessment and evaluation.

Having determined the general course of action, decisions need to be more concrete and detailed 
in a well defined solution, taking into consideration how these selections might affect the business 
case and the individual application dimensions. Each action shown needs to be carefully moni-
tored throughout the entire phase and keep it aligned with its specific business case. 

Figure 7
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Application Portfolio Optimization can help significantly alters the cost structure of IT. Although it 
requires investment, upfront APO will more than make up for it in the long run. For example, con-
solidation of applications initially would require a large amount of due diligence in regard to 
requirement gathering. But then this action would not only result in a decrease in maintenance and 
support due to lesser number applications, but also reduce overall compliance quality checks. 

APO can be used as a guiding tool moving forward by helping meet contemporary business needs 
with cutting edge technologies and business processes. This framework helps organizations 
adapt to the constant evolution of market demands.
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